1942 Situation #3

**RUSSIAN FORCES**
Elements of 11th Tank Corps, enter anywhere on the north edge of board 1 on Turn 1.

**GERMAN FORCES**
Elements of the 45th Division, set up anywhere on boards 2 and/or 3.

**VICTORY CONDITIONS:**
The Russian player wins a Decisive Victory if, by the end of play, he has established a northeast-southwest corridor (from edge to edge) at least four hexes wide and free of all German units. Any other result is a German victory.

1942 Situation #4

**RUSSIAN FORCES**
Elements of 39th Guards Division, enter anywhere on the north edge of board 3 on Turn 1.

**GERMAN FORCES**
Elements of the 9th Panzer Division, set up anywhere on boards 1 and/or 2.

**VICTORY CONDITIONS:**
Marginal = destroy 25 German units.
Tactical = destroy 35 German units.
Decisive = destroy 25 Russian combat units.